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Autumn Term: Issue 03 17 September 2021 

School Council 2021-2022 
 
Over the last week, we have been encouraging our pupils to put themselves forward for our 
School Council. Each class (Reception to Year 5) has two representatives who are voted in by 
their peers. In Year 6, the pupils vote for House Captains for our 5 houses, and the 10 House 
Captains become School Council representatives as well. This is to ensure our House Captains 
have an active role in the school community and the opportunity to lead their house. 
Congratulations to all those pupils who were voted in to our School Council for 2021-2022, and 
a big well done to everyone who put themselves forward. It takes great bravery and resilience 
to put yourself forward for a role, and we are proud of everyone. Well done to: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will be voting for our two Head Pupils on Friday 24 September in a whole-school assembly 
and voting process. Good luck to any of our House Captains who put themselves forward for 
this.  

See page 3 for photos of our new School Council representatives. 

Headteacher’s Address 2021 
 
Parents/Carers can click here to view Mr Sherwood’s ‘Headteacher’s Address’ for 2021. This is 
an annual presentation from Mr Sherwood which provides a summary of the previous academic 
year (including the parent/carer survey and pupil survey from July 2021), and a look ahead to 
the new academic year.  
 
It is 34 minutes long and we hope that parents/carers will take the time to view what is 
considered an important video message for the beginning of the year. Please do get in touch if 
you have any questions or comments after watching the Headteacher’s Address. 

Our InVentry system (at main office) 
 
We would request that, from Monday 20 September 2021, all children who attend Wake Up 
club should sign in via InVentry, our electronic sign in system. If your child arrives late to school 
or is collected during the day, please ensure you sign them in/out via the same InVentry 
system. 

Amber (Y6, Aquila) Ben (Y6, Aquila) Harriet (Y6, Strix) Alfie (Y6, Strix) 

Ella (Y6, Cervus) Khan (Y6, Cervus) Matthew (Y6, Lutra) Freya (Y6, Lutra) 

Isobel (Y6, Vulpes) Oskar (Y6, Vulpes) Eddie (Y5) Amber (Y5) 

Sienna (Y4) Amandeep (Y4) Ben (Y3) Ava (Y3) 

Vinnie (Y2) William (Y2) Cali (Y1) Danny (Y1) 

 Reggie (YR) Lottie (YR)  

https://uplandsberkshire.org/
https://www.instagram.com/uplandsberks/
http://www.forestlearningalliance.org
https://twitter.com/fla_tweets
https://www.instagram.com/forest.learning.alliance/
http://www.uplandsprimaryschool.com/
https://youtu.be/x9hnuoqn4b0
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Diary Dates 
 
Please find our diary dates below. It is advisable to check these weekly, as some dates and 
times may change as the term progresses. Please also note that events will be added in as the 
term goes on, not just at the end of the list. Bracknell Forest set term dates can be found here. 
Our inset days for the academic year (and the additional day for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee) 
can be found on the Uplands website. 

Day Date Who? Event and Information 

Monday  20.10.2021   KS2 assembly with Reverend Castle 

Thursday 23.09.2021   YR reading meeting, 08:50 in the school hall 

Monday  27.10.2021   KS1 assembly with Reverend Castle 

Friday 22.10.2021   Last day before half term (normal finish for the end of the day) 

Monday 01.11.2021   Inset day—school and nursery not open (staff training) 

Tuesday 16.11.2021   Bookfest, our 3rd annual festival of reading! (see letter sent 06.09.2021) 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

School meals 
 
School meals are £2.30 per child, per day. All pupils in Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 are 
entitled to a free school meal every day. Key Stage 2 parents/carers may pay online through 
the Scopay system. The link can be found on the Uplands website. Families can view the menu 
and order from the same system (Scopay). We cannot accept cash or cheques for meals. The 
link for meal ordering, menus and payment is here. 
 
Please order your child’s meal at home where at all possible, particularly for Reception, 
Year 1 and Year 2 pupils. The time it takes to talk through the menu options with each 
child is colossal, and if each parent/carer could have that discussion and order from home, it 
would speed up the morning routine for classes and help us get to the learning time much more 
quickly.  
 
Please also try to avoid last-minute changes to lunch orders which are placed ahead of time, 
via Scopay. Whilst KS1 parents/carers do not pay for school lunches (as they receive them 
through the Universal Infant Free School Meals funding), if the lunches are produced, then the 
school has to pay for them. If you need to make a change to an order, please ensure you do so, 
via your child’s account in Scopay the day before so we are able to avoid waste and 
unnecessary spending.  
 
Thank you for your help with these matters. 

https://uplandsberkshire.org/
https://www.instagram.com/uplandsberks/
http://www.forestlearningalliance.org
https://twitter.com/fla_tweets
https://www.instagram.com/forest.learning.alliance/
http://www.uplandsprimaryschool.com/
https://uplandsberkshire.org/news-events/term-dates/
https://uplandsberkshire.org/news-events/term-dates/
https://uplandsberkshire.org/parents-carers/online-payments/
https://www.scopay.com/uplands?redirect=true
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School Council representatives cont. (photos) 
 
Well done to our new School Council representatives! 

Pride of Bracknell Awards 2022 
 
Nominations are now open for the Pride of Bracknell Awards 2022. There are a number of 
categories (including Teacher of the Year, School of the Year and Lockdown Stars), so if you 
feel someone at Uplands (or the school as a whole) or someone in the community deserves a 
nomination, you can nominate them here. This is not just for schools, and anyone in the 
community can be nominated, so please do check out the website for more information on how 
to celebrate people in the community.  
 
Whilst we certainly do not expect nominations, winning School of the Year in 2018 was a great 
boost for the school community and helped our local popularity, helped us keep good 
application numbers for Nursery and Reception and helped our school reputation continue to 
thrive, so any nomination would always be gratefully and kindly welcomed!  

https://uplandsberkshire.org/
https://www.instagram.com/uplandsberks/
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http://prideofbracknell.com/nominate/
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Celebration Assembly 10 September 
 

Year 6 Bikeability certificates 
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Bikeability for Year 6 
 
Well done to all our Year 6s who took part in Bikeability this week: it was great to see you all 
progressing so well and we look forward to seeing you out on your bikes safely on the road! 
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A spotlight on displays around the school 
 
Late last term, we updated our boards with learning and work from the Summer Term. It’s so 
good, we wanted to show it off! This week, we are showcasing Year 1 (now Year 2) and their 
display on Australia. 
 
The children were so excited about this topic, and we were particularly impressed with the 
pupils’ geographical knowledge and also their handwriting!  
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Pupils playing on site before/after school 
 
We would like to remind families that children/adults should not ride scooters, bikes, trikes etc. 
on the school grounds before or after school, for the health and safety of all those on site. 

Updated ‘Key Information’ documents regarding 
COVID-19 and the start of school/nursery 

 
We have updated our key information for the start of the new term, following the guidance 
released by the Department for Education (DfE). This can be located in the COVID-19 section 
of our website.  
 
Please ensure you have read the Key Information For Families document and any 
accompanying information. Our latest Parent/Carer Handbook is also available here, which will 
help families prepare for the start of term.  

 

https://uplandsberkshire.org/
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Help Sandhurst Cricket Club secure a £1500 Grant! 
  
Sandhurst Cricket Club, who boast a number of Uplands pupils as members, are currently one 
of the 3 groups who have been selected by the Tesco Bags of Help scheme to secure a grant 
of up to £1500. The club has been growing significantly over the past 3 years and now has over 
50 junior members and 50 adult members, and is aiming to grow this further over the next few 
years. The grant will assist the club to develop their facilities to help cope with the growth the 
club is experiencing with a new net and scoreboard on the wish list! If they get the most tokens, 
they will secure a fantastic £1500 grant. 
  
So when you go shopping in any of the local stores, please make sure you grab a blue token 
and pop it into the Sandhurst CC slot to help our local cricket club. The voting is open until the 
end of September. 
  
If your son or daughter is interested in joining the club next year, they will be looking for new 
players from Reception, Year 1, Year 2 and Year 5, so if you would like to find out more, please 
email Simon on sandhurstccallstars@gmail.com. 

https://uplandsberkshire.org/
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We have had such a fun and busy week in Nursery! We are so proud of how well our new 
starters have handled the transition to Nursery life, and it’s wonderful to see them so happy and 
settled already. We hope that you have found the ‘walk and talk’ board helpful: we have 
certainly enjoyed updating it throughout the day! This week, the children enjoyed using records 
as car track; they used wooden planks for ramps, and extended their creative play further by 
adding train track.  

The children have had lots of chances to use their hands for exploration in some messy 
activities. Following on from some of the children enjoying making playdoh last week, we set up 
a baking activity. The children used milk, flour and cocoa powder to create their own dough. Not 
only did they enjoy the experience of playing with the mixture, but we also had some great 
discussions about the quantities needed of each of the ingredients. Our next messy activity was 
making gloop. The children absolutely loved taking ownership of mixing the cornflour, water and 
food colouring, until they were happy with the consistency. The children told us it was “sticky” 
and “gooey”; they sustained the shared play with the gloop for a long time.  

In PE, we played a shopping game with bean bags and bibs. The children worked together as a 
team to go ‘shopping’ for different fruits. They thought of fruit to match each of the coloured 
bean bags, and then had to run to collect the right colour to put in the shopping basket. They 
had lots of fun, working as a team and practising keeping their balance whilst changing 
directions quickly.  

Your child should now have received their book bag, containing their first wordless picture book. 
We want to foster a love of reading from an early age, and beginning to read wordless books 
with your children is a great way to start. There are many benefits of sharing these stories 
together, such as developing your child’s vocabulary and reading comprehension skills. Please 
keep each book for at least a week, at which point your child can bring their old book in to swap 
for a new one. 

What have we been learning in Nursery?
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Reception may have only been in school a couple of weeks, but they have made an amazing 
start, quickly adjusting to the daily routines and expectations, including following instructions 
when collecting their school dinners, being praised by the Year 6 prefects for lining up quietly at 
the end of lunchtimes, and sitting quietly and listening during their first whole school assembly. 
A great achievement in their first full week at school. What superstars!    
 
This week, during Literacy time, the children enjoyed listening to the story of Titch by Pat 
Hutchins and discussing all the things they hope to be able to do when they get older. In the 
story of Titch, his little seed grew and grew and grew into a tall sunflower, so we looked at the 
sunflowers in the school garden and compared our different heights against it. The children 
came up with some great ways to describe the height of the sunflower, including, “It’s as tall as 
a giant!”, “It’s taller than my daddy!” and “It’s right up to the sky!”. 
 
Titch also featured in our finger gym activities, where the children made playdough coil pots, 
tore paper kites, linked chains together and practised their pencil control.  
 
In child-initiated learning time, the children had fun painting pictures of the sunflowers, creating 
beer and bottling it in the water tray, making dens, bug hunting, practising tying knots and 
making cars complete with seatbelts.   
 
On Wednesday, the children took home a Bedtime Bear storybook to share with their family. 
These are books that are on the list of recommended books to read to children by the age of 
five. We hope that you enjoy sharing your storybook, and just ask if you could please return it to 
school by next Thursday, in order to lend it to someone else in the class.   

What have we been learning in Reception? 
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What have we been learning in Reception? Cont. 
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This week in Phonics, we have focused on using the ff and ss digraphs to read and spell words 
such as stuff, scruff, boss and dress. We have also practised writing a sentence and discussed 
how we must be able to hold a sentence in our heads, and say the sentence aloud, before 
being able to write it down. 
 
In English, we have started a unit of work on stories in familiar settings. We have shared stories 
set in homes including 'Peace at Last' by Jill Murphy and 'Full, Full, Full of Love' by Trish 
Cooke. We have worked on active listening skills and verbal comprehension questions. 
 
In Maths, we have been counting forward and backwards within ten. We have been learning to 
recognise numbers as numerals, written words and numbers represented by objects including 
counters and Numicon plates. We have been talking about one more and one less. 
 
In our afternoons, we have been scientists. We have encouraged the children to understand the 
role of Science in the real world. We have shared and discussed a wide range of science jobs 
such as being a marine biologist, palaeontologist, zoologist, volcanologist, botanist or 
astronomer. If any of our families work in science roles and would be happy to share their 
experiences with the children, then we would love to hear from you. We have also talked about 
the skills that scientists use such as asking questions, making observations and recording 
information. We have started our science learning by making careful observations of plants.  
 
In our 'Busy Time', the children have continued to impress us with their ingenuity. In response 
to their imaginative escape games, we introduced some escape room challenges! The children 
were given clues to solve to gain the combination code of a lock and open the suitcase. We 
enjoyed seeing the children's teamwork and problem solving in action, although we may need 
to use harder clues next time!  

What have we been learning in Year 1? 
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This week in English, we started our new unit on Jampires. The children were very excited to 
find out more about these cheeky, jam-obsessed creatures and used their detective skills to 
infer and predict what the book might be about, based on the front cover illustration and title. 
We also spent time looking at types of words including nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs 
and unpicking their meanings. The children came up with examples for each type of words, 
sharing their ideas with the class. They then had a go at writing some expanded noun phrases 
to describe and specify.  
 
In History, we learnt about timelines and what chronological order means. The children had a 
go at sequencing key events in their own lives before trying to order key events in world history. 
We then learnt about what happened in the Great Fire of London such as when and where the 
fire started, how it spread and how long it burnt for as well as uncovering some key historic 
figures of the time.  
 
During our Art and Design lesson, we learnt about naïve artist Henri Rousseau. The children 
spent time researching his life and looking at his artwork before using this information to create 
a fact file all about him.  
 
In Maths this week, the children have been deepening their understanding of place value by 
using part whole models to help us with addition. We’ve done lots of work with resources such 
as diennes in order to help the children build confidence in recognising and trying different ways 
of partitioning numbers.  
 
In Science, the children thought about the different seasons and how the weather changes with 
the seasons and what special events take place within a particular season. They discussed 
what season we are in now and how they knew that. The children went outside to observe the 
different plants in our school and all chose a tree to draw. Over the coming year we will go back 
and visit our trees and draw them again to see how they change with the seasons.   

What have we been learning in Year 2? 
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What have we been learning in Year 2? Cont. 
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Last Friday, we held an election for our School Council representatives. We were so impressed 
with the quality of all of the speeches as well as the bravery that it took to speak in front of the 
class. Congratulations to our School Council representatives, Ava and Ben! 
 
In Maths, we have been learning how to represent 3-digit numbers with Base 10, counters, 
numerals and words. The children demonstrated their resilience when it came to estimating and 
working out where these numbers would go on a number line.   
 
In English, we have learning about the features of instructional and explanation texts and 
comparing the two. The children used their retrieval and recording skills to conduct research 
about the desert ahead of writing their own explanation texts next week.  
 
In Science this week, we made the classroom as dark as possible to investigate how much light 
is reflected from different surfaces. The children made their own ‘shininess tester’ out of black 
card and used a torch as their light source. They worked in groups to record their findings and 
compare how shiny each surface was.  
 
In Geography, we learnt about the impact of the equator, the meaning of longitude and latitude, 
hemispheres, tropics and used geographical language to describe the location of these in 
relation to the UK.  
 
In RE, we explored the meaning of belonging. We discussed the different groups that we 
belong to, how this makes us feel and the different ways in which we initially joined these 
various groups. The children particularly enjoyed reflecting and reminiscing on their experience 
of joining and belonging to Uplands.  
 
This week in Computing, we explored the importance of using strong passwords and privacy 
settings to protect our information online.  
 
In PSHE and RHE, the children worked in groups to prepare and present a presentation on one 
of the British Values. They explained their interpretation of what the value means, looks like and 
involves. We also discussed the importance of upholding these values.  

What have we been learning in Year 3? 
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What have we been learning in Year 3? Cont. 
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This week in Maths, we have continued our place value unit. The children were able to partition 
and represent 4-digit numbers. We also looked at number lines to 10,000. The children 
identified what the number line was increasing or decreasing by and were able to fill in missing 
numbers. The children used their mathematical knowledge to estimate numbers on the number 
line. We practised adding and subtracting 1,000 to different 4 digit numbers and recognised that 
only the digit in the 1,000 column changed. 
 
In English, we discussed prepositions. The children were able to spot prepositions used within 
Town is by the Sea before identifying prepositions written within my sentences. We worked 
together to write some of our own sentences, trying to vary where the prepositions were used 
within the sentence. We moved onto fronted adverbials and recapping what they are. The 
children know that they have to use a comma after a fronted adverbial. We practised writing 
some sentences together, including fronted adverbials, before the children went off and wrote 
their own independently. Next week, they will be using everything we have learnt this week to 
write a setting description.  
 
Last week in Science, we explored the digestive system. We described the basic functions of 
the main parts of the digestive system in humans. The children worked in groups to work out 
which order the main parts of the digestive system go. We then watched a short clip to check if 
they were correct.  
 
This week in Geography, we located Sandhurst, London and Oxford on a map of the UK. The 
children were able to notice that the River Thames flows through London and Oxford, and that 
Sandhurst is South of Oxford. We looked at and discussed photographs and how little the River 
Thames has changed over 160 years. We then explored an interactive OS map of Berkshire. 
We identified physical and topographical features such as rivers, lakes and hills. We then 
compared the features of places in other counties of the UK, including Cornwall and Yorkshire.  
 
In Design and Technology, we explored and experimented with a range of materials, including 
the strengths of different materials and how or where they could be strengthened. The children 
then researched musical instruments and identified a clear design criteria that will support the 
production of a working musical instrument for a purpose. 
 
In PE, we continued with the invasion game, Tag Rugby. We broke down the different 
techniques to tagging and breaking down play. We finished with a fun and energetic game 
which saw year 4 crown their very own King and Queen of the ring!  
 
In Computing, we were discussing different types of quizzes. The children were given Times 
Tables Rockstars (online quiz) and our times table sheets (paper-based) as two examples. 
They thought carefully about the pros and cons of each before deciding which one they 
preferred and why. We will be moving on to creating a quiz on a computer programme called 
Scratch.  
 
In PSHE and RHE, we discussed mental wellbeing and what this means. We then looked at ten 
keys to happier living and discussed things that we already do and things that we could develop 
to ensure we are always happy.   

What have we been learning in Year 4? 
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The second full week of the year started in our usual exciting Year 5 fashion. The children really 
enjoyed getting stuck into some more Harry Potter, going deeper into our Maths unit, and 
learning about a huge array of other topics.   
 
In English, the children investigated some setting descriptions from a wide variety of books, 
including some very challenging texts! They explored the writing, recognising and highlighting 
noun phrases, prepositions and figurative and emotive language. We then delved further 
into figurative language, identifying similes, metaphors, personification and pathetic fallacy. The 
pupils then chose a favourite Harry Potter setting to write their own setting description about. 
We were really impressed and proud of their vivid and precise vocabulary choices.  
 
In Maths, the children have delved even further into the world of rounding, working to the 
nearest 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000. We continued our discussions about place value as we 
went, comparing and ordering numbers up to 1,000,000.   
 
In Guided Reading, we discussed, inferred, and predicted our way around some interesting 
texts: Lord of the Flies and Alice in Wonderland.  
 
In Geography, the children revised their knowledge of the different continents and oceans in the 
world. We then discussed the use of lines of latitude and longitude to identify a location. The 
pupils were then asked to describe the location of the UK using geographical terms such as 
hemisphere, continent, lines of latitude and lines of longitude.  
 
Computing included a fantastic discussion about plagiarism and the importance of citing our 
sources of information. The children visited a variety of sites, gathering facts about their chosen 
animals, and creating citations for what they found.   
 
Art and Design this week involved the children turning their Op Art-inspired designs into 
clothing. We included a wide variety of patterns in the process, creating some beautiful and 
intriguing pieces.   
 
In Science last week, we discussed the commonly-overlooked difference between weight and 
mass. The class found the weight of a variety of items, measured in Newtons (N) and compared 
that with the mass of those items (measured in grams or kilograms). Some of the children 
theorised about the relationship between mass and weight, leading to several interesting 
discussions.  
  
Our guest writer for this week’s newsletter is Indie: 
I have enjoyed a full week of lessons. In English, we have been learning about figurative 
language and then used it in our setting descriptions based on Harry Potter and the Chamber of 
Secrets. I really enjoyed Maths, when we looked at ordering and comparing numbers. Our class 
have all enjoyed playing with our buddies this week.  

What have we been learning in Year 5? 
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It has been an exciting week for Year 6! The children spent Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
out of class and on their bikes, learning how to safely cycle around the local area. The first 
session focused on ensuring that everyone was able to safely ride their bikes, signal and 
manoeuvre and then following this, the children were taken in small groups out onto the roads. 
It has been wonderful to see their enthusiasm for cycling and how much they have improved 
during the week.  
 
This exciting opportunity has meant a little less time in class; therefore, in Maths this week, we 
revised arithmetic skills and completed some reasoning and problem-solving questions relating 
to a variety of mathematical areas. In English, we focused on comprehension skills: the children 
undertook a reading test to establish their current reading level and we will use this to help us to 
understand how they answer questions based on what they have read, and which strategies 
they use. The children also wrote a short adventure story based on their Bikeability 
experience.   
 
During Design and Technology, we introduced this term’s project – ‘Marble Run’. The children 
will be designing and building their own version of this popular toy and over the next few weeks, 
we would ask your child to collect items they feel would be helpful when starting to build their 
projects (e.g. cardboard, plastic etc.).  
 
We continued with our ‘Everything Changes’ unit in Science, building on our knowledge of 
selective breeding. In this lesson, the children explored the advantages and disadvantages of 
selectively breeding to ‘improve’ food. As part of this lesson, the children took on differing 
viewpoints and researched how food can be modified to increase size, taste and yield. We 
finished the lesson with a class debate.     
 
In PE, the children continued to improve their tag rugby skills. This week, they moved from 
working in pairs to small groups and then into a game scenario. Throughout the lesson, they 
looked to improve position and movement (including remaining onside).   

What have we been learning in Year 6? 
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Home-Start Bracknell Forest: volunteers needed 
 
Please see the message below from Home-Start Bracknell Forest: 

Home-Start Bracknell Forest are recruiting parent volunteers (mothers/fathers, grandparents, 
carers etc.) who are interested in supporting a local Bracknell Forest family by giving 2 to 3 
hours of their time each week.  
 
Home-Start’s next Volunteer Training Course starts Tuesday 26 October 2021 and we are 
looking for applications.   
 
Home-Start Bracknell Forest is a local charity who help families who are struggling, and support 
them through situations as diverse as isolation, multiple births, depression or disability. 
 
We recruit and train volunteers from our community who go on to provide friendly, confidential 
and non-judgemental, parent-to-parent support for families with young children (under 5 years 
old). 
 
This help could be sharing a listening ear and reassurance to a mum/dad who is experiencing 
low mood or anxiety. It could be joining parents in the park and pushing one twin in the swing 
whilst the parent helps the other twin down the slide. It might be reading stories or playing with 
kids whilst a parent makes some phone calls or catches up with the housework. Help could 
even be supporting a parent to navigate other local services in the community, or giving advice 
about meal planning or budget management. 
 
Every family’s situation is as individual and unique as they are. Home-Start believe that children 
thrive and parents do well when they get the support they need. We are there for parents when 
they need us most. www.homestartbracknellforest.org.uk.  
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Advertising with Uplands 
 
With regular footfall of approximately 450 staff, pupils and adults per day on the premises and a 
wide audience who read our weekly newsletter, we have an important audience to promote 
local businesses, wider opportunities and events. If any family member or member of the public 
reading this newsletter works for a company that is looking to advertise, we are offering wall 
space and electronic space at Uplands to promote companies. To find out more and discuss 
the advertising options that for your company, contact us now by emailing 
marketing@uplandsberkshire.org or calling 01252 873069. 

Parking 
 
Please remember to park considerately on Albion Road, York Way and any surrounding roads. 
It is a danger for pupils and other family members / pedestrians who use the pavements and 
cross the roads. Thank you in advance for your consideration of our pupils’ safety. 

Bikes, scooters etc. on site 
 
Please dismount anything like a bike, scooter or trike when you enter the premises (the main 
drive or the back gate) and walk up the drive / through the premises. This is to ensure there are 
no accidents and everyone is safe on the site. Thank you in advance for your support. 

We are always keen to support local community events; please see the following flyer for 
a local production: 
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